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REMIND ME not to stop at another Howard Johnson’s Motor Lodge, gang, 5cause I 
don’t think that I like the raception I got at one of them. Seriously, 

the reception we got has turned a lot of people off f.u to staying at H. Johnson 
and eating at affiliated places with that name. Besides, I’m pretty sure there 
are other places with 28 flavors., And cheaper, too.

FOR THE PRICE we paid, we could have gotten better lodgings, better elevators 
(notice how slow they ware?) and mainly a better management. This 

last bugged m® no end, as most of you are well aware. Hell of a way to spend $50.
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THE LAST MAILING was a bit hectic, what with scene people, like me, for instance, 
getting the complete thing without attending the meeting, while 

others, like Ted, not getting the thing at all, even tho the meeting was suppos
edly being held in their car or somesuch place like that. Ted in fact rather got 
a bit peeved at Dave at the end of the trip, and I suppose I don’t really blame 
him, the irratation encountered by someone driving for six hours and then also 
having to put up with the chatter of nine people and child is enough to unnerve 
anyone. Especially someone as high strung as Ted is.

MAILING COMMENTS will go here, I suppose. Matter of fact, this is the first I’ve 
even looked at the thing, which is also a whole lot of firsts.

Whathell is NYFandom coming to, anyway? And whathell is Degler! coming to, also?

Cover, Harness: Remind me ho tell you not to use light green ink on salmon paper 
the next time you do; it don’t come out, 'sa reason. Nice anyhow.

inaLAise #29, DGV: This was alip- shod, not being slip-sheeted.
Focal Point #8, Mclnerney/brown: Fine Fannish freeby fanews for free.
GNYCH, John Boardman: New York Circle arise!
BLYP, Ross Chamberlain: Notice anything about the repro of this Degler!, Ross? 
Lotsa others in between here and there: not too much to comment on, I already 
said it to you in person, Sen. turns ms off. No coMnents on LA comments, etc. 
0P0 #44: Horribobble caniboobles, as POGO was wont to say. You is off your nut, 

people. Incidentally, I'm sure that Ken will go far; any son who at the 
age of five attempts to undress a fully grown woman has some good in him,.

There ain't too much jelse here that I want to comment on; I’m looking forward to 
the convention at City'College with the clear anticipation brought on by the 
knowledge that I’m not bothering to go to it; who ever heard of a party on a dry 
campus. Better yet, who was the moron who dreamed up that idea? Dwell, maybe the 
CCNY club will go quietly away. Certainly it isn’t doing much in NYC. I"m just 
sorta worried that John Boardman's newsletter may open up the FISTFA to numerous 
club fans in such a large number that we can’t absorbe/put them down in large enuf 
numbers. Who would want to be swallowed by that group? Not I, for one. And on that 
rather horrifying note, I leave you. Fannishly, Andy Porter
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